A PROJECT DESIGN OF THE COSTUMES
FOR GODSPELL

Marsha A. Nord
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Director of Thesis :

Statement of Problem
The purpose -of this project was to design and supervise the
construction of costumes for the Morehead State University production
of Godspell written by John-Michael Tebelak.

The production was

November 19, 20 and 21 , 1975, at Button Auditorium in Morehead ,
Kentucky .

Flat patterns were provided and fabrics selected for the

actual construction of the costumes .

Sources of Data
Research material came from the following publications:
1. Oscar G. Brockett, The Theatre , An Introduction.
2 . Hubert C. Heffner, Samuel Seldon , Hurnton D. Sellman,
Modern Theatre Practice: A Handbook for Nonprofessionals .
3 . Betty Joiner, Costumes for the Dancer .
4. J ulian M. Kaufman, Appreciating the Theatre: Cues
for Theatregoers .
5. George Jean Nathan, The Theatre in the Fifties .
6. Bernice Prisk and Jack A. Byers , The Theatre Student ,
Costuming.
7. Douglas A. Russell, Stage Costume Design: Theory ,
Technique and Style.
8. John-Michael Tebelak , Godspell
9. Tom Tumbush, The Theatre Student , Complete Production
Guide to Modern Musical Theatre .
10. Virginia Volland, Designing Woman (The Art and Practice
of Theatrical Costume Design) .

11. Paul w. Whaley, A Project Design of the Costumes
for The Emperor's New Clothes.
12. Agnes B. Young, Stage Costuming.

Major Findings
Chapter One consists of the importance, background and
justification of the problem.

Included in the chapter are the

statement of the project, definition of .terms, limitations of the
project, organization and criteria for evaluation.

Chapter Two

includes the analysis of the design problem consisting of (1)
internal limitations, such as locale, period and characterization
and (2) external limitations, such as the director, physical
facilities, budget and audience.

Chapter Three discusses and presents

the solutions to the design and construction of the costumes from
the-first reading of the script to the date of the production.
Chapter Five includes the evaluation of the success of the project.
The director and set designer evaluate whether the project has met
all the requirements of good stage.costuming.

To determine the

validity of the costumes for Godspell these questions were asked.
(1)

Were the costumes a visual expression of the atmosphere

and emotional pattern of the production as interpreted by the director?

(2)

Did the costumes.express the-personality and social

position of the characters?
(3)

Did the costumes project from the stage?

(4)

Were the costumes an integral part of the overall

production?
(5) ·were the costumes functional?
Appendix I consists of the flat patterns used during the construction
of the costumes.

Appendix II includes photographs of the watercolor

renderings and .completed costumes as worn by each character.

Conclusions
The costumes for Godspell were successful for they had met
all requirements of good stage costuming; a fact which was further
reinforced by the comments of the director and set designer.

By

emphasizing novelty treatment of the elements of design such as
exaggeration of line and brightness··of color, the costume designer
enhanced the spirit and atmosphere of Godspell.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
The musical Pins•and Needles opened at the.Labor Stage
Theatre on· Novembe:t';':27., 1937. The cast was made··up of members
of the International Ladies' Garment.Worker's Union; all nonprofessional show people. Furthermore all the production
functions were performed by other union.members. When Pins
and Needles-closed.l,l08·performances later it.had become the
longest running musical ever to play New York up.to that time,
second only to the plays Abie's Irish Rose and Lightin' in
longevity. It is a fitting and just paradox that such honor
and success should befall the purveyors of needles and thread.
For it-is·these hardworking, often unrewarded souls of today
... _who. ll\ust .bear. the ....terrific_ burden D£_costuming. the_modern
musical. 1 · .
·

..

The American musical is:
'

. an integration of spoken dialogue with song, music
and dance, which represents the Eerfection of a form of entertainment that has its roots in (1) the use·of spectacle in the
production of Aristophanic comedy, (2) The musical divertisse·ments,mounj:ed-in.:the ·courts· of ·the Tudor and· Bourbon kings,
.(3) ·the.development of the ballad-opera in the English theatre,
(4) the appeal of the minstrel show, the revue, and vaudeville.
and (5) the availability of exceptional entertainers whose
special talents were needed to fill the demands of this unique
form of entertainment.2
Musical theatre is one of the most popular forms of theatre

for the _professional stage.

"On Broadway the greatest percentage of

successful shows are musicals." 3

During the Depression when the

1

Tom Tumbush, The Theatre Student, Complete Production Guide
to Modern Musical Theatre, (New York: Richard Rosen Press, Inc.,
1969) I. P• 135 •
2

Julian M.· Kaufman, Appreciating the Theatre: Cues for
Theatregoers, (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1971), p. 256.
3Tumbush, op. cit., p. 18.

1

2

economic status of America was crWnbli.ng, the: theatre was blooming
and so were the extravagant.musical comedies.

Musical theatre

reached its height of prominence during World War II.
offered a romantic appeal to the war.

The musical

During both the Depression

and World War::II, musical theatre offered to the people·an escape
from the world.of harsh realities.

Most of the early musicals and

some current musicals revolve around the sentimental romantic plot;
boy meets girl - boy looses girl - boy wins girl.

"The hero in

-mus±cai - con1edy ±s rur_ordinary-m·an-rrom_ an __orarnary-Walk of -riie. 114 ~ -

Some examples are:
sailors in

On

the cowboy and his girl in Oklahoma, three

The Town and a gainbler and Salvation Army girl in

Guys and Dolls.

"Occasionally, however, a well-rounded-musical

hero gives an extra dimension in human emotions and behavior to this
otherwise lighthearted· form of popular.entertainment." 5
of these characters are:

Some examples

. the professor and flower girl in

"

My Fair Lady, . . . • the philosopher in Man of La Mancha, .•...•.and.:the
daughter and mother in Gypsy."

6

Today we have musicals that deal •.,;,.

with social, racial and religious themes:

Godspell, Hair, West

Side... Stor_y., Celebration., .Pippin-and Jesus Christ Super star.

4Kaufman, op. cit., p. 256.

5 Ibid.
6

Ibid.

I

p. 257.

3

In any form of the musical theatre, from the romantic,
sent.iJnental plot· to the· .serious social theine, " .

it is person-

ality, talent, so_ng, dance, music, costume, set and special effects
that excites and captures the interest and emotions." 7

Because the

musical is set away from the realin of reality,. it offers.:the
audience-escapement from everyday life.

"One doesn't go to a musical

in the mood that one goes to a serious drama.

,.8

Julian M.

Kaufman states that, ". . . rarely does the lavish and bright world
- 9 -

---Of--thecmus-i-eal-dissolve ·into the-co-1d-reall.ties of life."
musical is an emotional outlet.for the audience.

The

Kaufman also

states:
. . . The physical action is apt to be exuberant, exhilarating,
and rainbunctious because of the singing and dancing talents of
the comedians. The language of musical comedy is ..prose and
song.
. . • Dance·_enlivehs:_the action, dramatizing the theme,
plot- and--character, through movement devised by the choreographer.
. . . Lavish and elegant costumes appeal to the eye of the
theatregoer and spectacular 3nd wondrous scenic effects arouse
and stimulate his emotions. 1

7 Kaufman, op. cit., p. 258 ..
8

George Jean Nathan,. The Theatre in the Fifties, (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1953) , p. 233 .•
9 rbid ..
Hl

Ibid.

4

Oscar G. Brockett states that:
The musical almost always offers great scope to designers.
The mingling of song and dialogue usually places a production
outside the restrictions of realism and indicates the need for
an imaginative use of pictorial eleme~rs to ..match the musical
and dramatic qualities of the script.
.
There are many books written on the history of fashions and
on the theory and principles of design.

"Next to plays themselves,

probably more books are written on costuming more than any other
theatrical· subjects'. "
for the musical.

12

. However, none have been written on costuming

It is paramount that the special problems encount-

.- ered. Tn ;aesigriffig::£Or~the&lusical;;;.theatre be understood l:iefore one
can effectively design.
All stage costumes must meet certain requirements in order
to express the overall-style and spirit of-the-production.

The

requirements that all good stage costumes must meet are:
e

1. Be a visual expression of the atmosphere, spirit and
emotional pattern of the play,
2. express the personality and social position of the
character,

3.
·4.

S.

proj.ect from the stage,
be an integral ~art of the overall production,
be functional.l

11

oscar G..Brockett, The Theatre, An Introduction, 3rd e4.
Rev., (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1974), p. 389.
12Tumbush, op. cit., p. 135.
13
1!ubert c. Heffner, samue1-seTd6n, -mnnt:on D. Sellman,· Modern
Theatre Practice: A Handbook for Nonprofessionals, (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1964), pp. 419-20.
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However, with the unique problems of the musical, the costumer must
supplement these requirements.

The following are definitions of

the requirements of good stage costuming and how they further apply
to the unique problems of the musical theatre.
1.

A stage costume must "be a visual expression of the

.
.
14
atmosphere, spirit and emotional pattern of the play."

The style

and period which has been chosen for the costuming of a production
must.reinforce the atmosphere and mood of the play.
_for_a...character- Tlli1Y 1 oak stunning

A certain dress

and-be-.histor.icall~-ae<rurate-,-

but

·if it does not suit the style of the play, it cannot·visually
reinforce its spirit.

A designer should not be so confined to

historic~ acc::~ac:y that he cannot exagg.,rate or simplify_ colors' ..

motifs and line that would better aide the atmosphere of the play.
The_nee,d for historical reference in a musical-may only be
to suggest the period of the play.

Musical theatre has been

.. proportionately removed from the realm of reality, so too must the
costumes be removed in order to reinforce the musical's mood and
style.
2.

A costume must "express the personality and social

position of the character." 15

14

Costumes can·tell the audience many

.
Heffner, Seldon, Sellman, op. cit., pp. 419-20.

15 rbid.

6

things about a character.

Costtnnes may establish the social and

economic status of the character, his age, life style and nationality.
They can also clarify character .or reveal familial relationships
'
through the usage
of the elements of design.

Through the use of line,

a mood or type of character can be established . .For example, curved
lines suggest comedy and

lightheartedness;.wherea~

denote tragedy and tension.

vertical lines

Certain colors have certain emotional

significance: .yellow and red suggest violence, heat and passion,
whereas the cool colors blue and green suggest placidness, destruction and melancholy.

One thing a·designer must remember is that a

character ·is but one member of a whole family.

Costmnes for each

character must reinforce the costumes for the rest of the cast.
One particular element of the musical that a designer needs
.to_;pay·. particu],ar.

attention~to

is the chorus.

attitudes that a chorus may take for a show:
have a relationship to individual members.

There .are several
(1) the chorus may

Throughout the musical

Chorus Line, individual personalities are brought out in the chorus
members while in Man of

La

Mancha, the chorus are· the prisoners who

later portray_ the individual characters in Cervantes' dream.
The chorus may relate as a group or groups..

(2)

In My Fair Lady, the

chorus portrays the slum dwellers as well as the elite crowd at the
Ascot Race and the dancers in the Embassy Ball scene.

In this

musical, the chorus changes identity often and a diversity of cos-=.'-'.'..
tumes are needed to reinforce these changes.

Another example is in

Promises, Promises, where the chorus represents the office workers

7

who reflect the shiny corporate image of Sheldrake, the boss.

In

Promises, Promises, the chorus reflects an image; a theme in the show.
A costume must "project from the stage."

3.

16

Every

important detail of a costume must be able to be seen by the
audience; the costume needs to be "larger-than-life."

Exaggeration

of line is needed so that the details can be.oseen from the audiences'
viewpoint.

Intricate beadwork.or delicate lacework would never be

seen·by the audience.-· If a pattern :is to -be· seen on-stage it-must
be bold.·

For example, narrow striped red and white material at a

distance would appear as pink, not red and white striped.
4.
production."

A costume must "be an integral part of the overall
17

It is the combination of the costumes, sets, lights,

music, dance, song and talent that makes the musical.

"If all per-

sonnel; irivolve<~Pin -a cproduction·· aim-in the same· direction-; the
.
18
result should be a product of unity."
Costumes for a musical are often too lavish to fit the setting
and theme of the play.

It is then that the audiences' attention is

directed to the costumes themselves and the true feeling of unity is
lost.

1 6 Heffner, Seldon, Sellman, op; cit., pp. 419-20.
1 7Ibid.
18
Bernice Prisk and Jack A. Byers, The Theatre Student,
Costuming, (New York·: Richard Rosen Press, Inc., 1970) • p. 27.

8

5.

The.final requirement of a costume is.that it must

"be functional. .,lg· If the costume does not aide a character in his
movement,:then the costume. is useless.

If the· costume does not allow

the actor to do all the physical activity that is required of him
by the script or director, the costume is not functional.

If a

pocket is required to be on a character's costume in order for him
to hide something and a pocket is not provided then the costume is
not functional.
·

-----r~cosl:mn'l!·s::in..::a-mus:tc·ar-.shoura

of the element of dance..

not be restrictive because

For example, in Hello Dolly, if Dolly

Levi's dress is too tight in the Harmonian Gardens production
number, she. would never-have-full-fr..iedom-ofcmovement.

At this

moment of the play, Mrs .. Levi must appear free in nature and spirit
and if· her ·costume were restrictive it would hinder the characterization of the actor as well as altar the interpretation of the
production.
Dance is known as the most violent form of action on· stage
and the costumes must be durable to withstand the stress.

The

costume should not only aide the-dancer in.his movements but also
move with him.and enhance the total visual picture.

19Heffner, Seldon, Sellman, op. cit. pp. 419-20.

In order to. meet. the requirements of st.age costumi.ng as
they uniquely- apply to.musical theatre, the· des.igner· must rely on
the elements of design".
design are:

"

Oscar G. Brockett states the elements of

. . line, mass, color, texture and

~rnament

..

By emphasizing novelty treatment of the elements of des.ign such as,
exaggeration of line and brightness of color, the costume designer
enhances the unique spirit and atmosphere of the musical.

20Brockett,
op. c't
i
•

i

P· 478 ·

1120
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I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROJECT

The purpose of this project was to des_ig°n and supervise
the construction of costumes for the Morehead State University
production of Godspell written by John-Michael Tebelak.
production was November 19, 20 and 21,
in Morehead, Kentucky.

197~

The

at Button Auditorimn

Flat patterns were provided and fabrics

selected for the actual construction of the costumes.
II.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following terms require further clarification.
Costmne Design£

The process of organizing the elements

of design into an artistic arrangement which fulfills the requirements of good stage costmning.
Flat Patterns.

Patterns which are drawn to 1/16" = l"

scale to be used by the seamstresses in the construction of each
costume.

III.

LIMITATIONS OF THE PROJECT

The limitations of the project were set by a given budget and
facilities of Morehead State University.
IV.

ORGANIZATION

The project report is divided into:'five chapters and three
appendices.

They are:

11

Chapter One.

This is the indroductory chapter, and included

in this is the importance, background and justification of the
problem.

Also included in this chapter is the statement of the

project, definition of terms, limitations of the project, organization and criteria for evaluation.
Chapter Two.

This chapter includes the analysis of the

design problems including (1) internal limitations such as, the
locale, period and characterization and (2) external limitations
such as, the director, physical facilities and budget.
Chapter Three.

This chapter discusses and presents the

solutions to the design problems presented in Chapter Two.
Chapter Four.

This chapter discusses the design and con-

struction of the costumes from the first reading of the script to
the date of the production.
Chapter Five.
is judged.

In this chapter the success of the project

The director and set designer evaluate whether the

project has met all·the requirements of good stage costuming.
Appendix I.

This is a collection of flat patterns used

during the construction of the costumes.
Appendix II.

This includes photographs of the watercolor

renderings and completed costumes as worn by each character.

12

V.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

Costumes for Godspell were designed to fulfill the requirements of good stage costuming as they uniquely apply to the musical
theatre.

The following questions were asked to determine the

validity of the above statement.
(1)

Were the costumes a visual expression of the atmosphere,

spirit and emotional pattern of the production as interpreted by
the director?.
· · (2·) · ··Did~the co·stumes-- express- the ·personality- and social
position of the characters?
(3)

Did the costumes project from the stage?

(4)"

Were the costumes an integral part of the overall

production?
(5)

Were-the-costumes-functional?

CHAPTER II

DESIGN PROBLEMS

There are several requirements of any production that the
costume designer must consider before designing.
major internal limitation.

The script is the

The limitations required by the script

are period, locale, and character delineation.

The director's

interpretation, audience analysis and physical facilities are the
external limitations.

Within-this chapter, all.the various design

- problems of ··the · pronuction- Godspel-1 wi-11 . be dis.cussed.
INTERNAL LIMITATIONS
The limitations imposed by the script are the·firstconcerns of

th~-

designer.

These limitations are:

(1) locale,· (2)

period and (3) characterization.
Locale of the Play
The playwright, John-Michael Tebel<ik, suggested that the
play took place in a junkyard.
Period of the.Play
The playwright did not state any particular period.
Characterization
Costumes not only establish the period and locale of
a play but also helps define (1) relationships between characters
13

14

and (2) individual characterizations. '
Group Relationships
, Character relationships can be expressed through age, social

•

position, familial ties and theme.
design:

The costumer uses the elements of

line, color, mass, texture and ornament to help reinforce

these relationships.

The designer must not look at the characters

as just one total group but as various interrelated groups of
semblence or contrasting elements.

For example, in Godspell, the

kids who portrayed the followers of Jesus reflected the image and
feeling of Jesus whereas John-Judas was in opposition to Jesus
and all the kids.
The first thing the costume designer had to do was to decide
what the different groups were.

In Godspell, the characters were

divided into two major groups:

(1) the philosophers and (2) Jesus

and the kids.

Within the second grouping there was a sub-group:

John-Judas.
The Philosophers.

.The philospphers symbolized the

intellectuals of the world questioning·the teachings of Jesus.
The philosophers represented the world of reality.

The overall

mood of the philosophers was that of doubt, hopelessness and
sobriety.
Jesus and the Kids.

When John the Baptist introduced

the coming of the Lord, the actors portraying the philosophers took

15

on the identities of Jesus' followers.

The characters were removed

from the world·2of reality into the realm of fantasy.

Throughout,

Jesus las the teacher and the kids were his followers.
role-played the teaching_s and parables of Jesus.

The kids

The mood of Godspell

was thlt of children playing, telling and acting out stories.
and thi kids symbolized youth, hope and happiness.

Jesus

At the end, when

I

the kids took off their makeup, they left their world of fantasy,

I

but had found.redemption.

I

.

They had found the everlasting elements

of happiness and hope.
John-Judas·.

The personalities of John the Baptist and Judas

were portrayed by one actor.
John prepared the coming of the Lord and he was a cousin to
Jesus.

Judas was the element which brought about the death of

Jesus.

Judas was also Jesus' closest friend.
Jobn-Judas was a member of the group of kids but he.was in

opposition to the mood and personalities of Jesus and the rest of the
kids.

Judas reflected the image and feelings of the philosophers.

Individual Character Personalities
Once the general groups had been decided, individual
characterizations had to be considered.
each jharacter were determined.

The essential traits of

Characteristics that.help establish

how.~ individual character is to be costumed are:
I

age, .familial ties and theme.

social position,

16

In

Godspell.age, social position and familial ties were not

indicated by the script.

Because the kids portrayed various people

in the parables, character traits were brought out through individual
songs.

The designer chose to reinforce the theme and overall mood of

the production in the costumes.

The overall mood and theme of

Godspell. was that of youth, happiness and children playing.
Jesus/Stephen/C. D.
teachings.

The play revolved around Jesus and his

Jesus was the teacher, the superstar.

'

human, reachable and vulnerable.

He was shown to be

Jesus mocked and scorned existing

authority; as "he was in turn mocked and costumed by

hi~

enemies.

We learned from·him to iaugh at our hopelessness and through
this we could reach a ray of hope.
ful person.
)i.im.

Jesus was an amusing and delight-

A person could not help but to like and want to follow

Jesus ·was--the stabilizing element- of the play, for he directed

and taught everyone around him.
John-Judas/David/Michael.
two-fold:

The character of John-Judas was

(1) John the Baptist and (2) Judas.

John the Baptist prepared the coming of the Lord.

After he

baptized Jesus. the personality of John dissolved into the personality
of Judas.
Judas was one of the kids but he was in oppositi6n,·,to the
rest.

He doubted the teachings of Jesus and in the end he betrayed

Jesus.· Judas loved Jesus but he was possessive and did not·want to
share·his friend with anyone.

He was materialistic for he betrayed

Jesus for thirty pieces of Silver.

Judas was a loser.

17

Sonia/Audrey.
character.
advances.

Sonia was the seductive, bawdy, burlesque

Several tirnes she was the victirn of Herb's seductive
Sonia reflected at times the image of Mary Magdalen.
'

Her song, "Turn Back Old Man," reflected the bawdiness of her
character.

Though she was portrayed very brassy at tirnes, Sonia

was still one of the kids and her costmne needed to reflect her
youthfulness.
Gilmer/Beth.

Gilmer was a young, innocent child much like

a cute, doll-like little-·gii::i:l.

Her song, "Learn Your Lesson Well,"

had a feeling of happiness and moral warning to young children.
Gilmer was a happy-go-lucky character.
- -:--Robin/Ruth. CTuSb-in!.s- personality traits ranged from a zany,
comic, cheerful. feeling ,to -that of melancholy.

She was a warm and

tender-person.-- Whatever happened-to-her -comrades -affected her.

Her

song, "Dav_ by Day," reflected a flowing-lyrical mood at first which
changed into a fast, rollicking happy spirit ..
Joanne/Jenny.

Joanne was warm and good natured.

She

enjoyed hopping from one story to another like a little-child
play acting.- One gets a feeling of security and happiness from
her song, "Oh Bless the Lord."

Joanne, much ·like a tomboy, was

always in and out of the games the group played.

She radiated

throughout the show much- _like a large warm sun.
f

-.,

r
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Peggy/Ginny.
group.

Peggy needed the warmth and security of the

Her song, "By My Side," reflected her love and longing to

be with Christ.

When she told the parable of "The Sower and the

Seed," she became stagefrightened and had to be coaxed into telling
the story, just as a young child might be coaxed to recite a poem.
Peggy was very young, in need of love and ful·l of joy and happiness,
resulting in a clownish and bubbly personality.
LamarJJohn.
the zany

Lamar was quiet natured.

happ~nings

He joined in on all

but also was warm and_ c 0 p.cerne_d. __His-song, .

"All Good Gifts," was a whisper of tenderness and love.

He reflect-

ed a wide-eyed child.in wonderment with all that was around him.
Jeffrey/George.

Jeffrey was youthful, zany and effervescent.

Like a jester.wanting to be in the spotlight, he would shine all the
time.
Herb/Sam.

Herb was a definite followeri a slow, but ever

constant friend who loved Jesus.
stantly after Sonia.

He was a bully type who was con-

However, Herb, at the. time of Jesus' betrayal,

was going to cut off the ear of the soldier.
Because of the physical stress.in a musical, the costumes
need to provide the freedom needed for dancing.

In Godspell, there

was not as much dancing as there was gymnastic movement.

The

characters were always doing some type of jump, flip or leap.
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Other demands made of the costume des.igner by the script
were in the area of costume changes.

The kids portrayed both the

philosophers and the followers of Jesus.

Between the time of John-

Judas' appearance and Jesus'. song, "God Save the People," the kids

had to have a change in personality and mood.
EXTERNAL LIMITATIONS
The director made several requirements in the way of costume
design by way of script interpretation and casting.

The capacity of

the facility.where_the costumes were.to be const.ructed and the-audience that was to view the production posed several more limitations
upon the costume designs.
Directoral Limitations
Due to the director's interpretation of the script, several
requirements also had to be met by the costume designs.
viewed the production taking place not in
than-life playground.

~

The director

junkyard, .but in a larger-

In order to create a unified atmosphere, the

costumes had to be designed to reflect the atmosphere of a child's
playground.

Because of the improvisational activity in the show, a

new interpretation of the script was brought out. ·originally
there were ten cast members but the director;;added an eleventh
member to the group, Hal/Mark. "Adjustments in the script were made
whenever necessary to fit the additional character.

This new
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addition posed two problems:

(1) the number of costumes which had

to be constructed was increased and (2) definition of a character
personality for the new character. :
Hal/Mark.
song.

Hal's song, "On the Willows," was a sad and tender

Had was depicted as a youthful and happy-go-lucky person.

In one scene Hal portrayed the cosmic dummy; a puppet.

Throughout

the show many of his movements reflected this puppet image.
Limitations of the Physical.Facilities
The

.cost:umes~.had.

to-oe ·desigrted_with_:th:e consrderation that

the costumes were. to be .. built by the._ student· staff and student
volunteers.

All the costumes had to be completed within three

weeks, -so ·lack-of--constcruction- time posed a definite problem·.·
There was no-specific costume: budget-alloted but the cost
of fabric had to be kept within a reasonable limit.
Audience Limitations
The costume designer must concern ·himself with the social
and religious mores present in the community where the production
is being presented.
Godspell was presented· in a community of small size which
was remote from a large metropolitan area.

The majority cif its

·audiences were--unsophi;;ticated -due to-the· -lack ·of cultural events.
Godspell was a light and jovial spirited show which presented Jesus
in a then

non~traditional

style of a clownish, laughing man.

Some
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people might look upon· this approach as blasphemous.
The costume des_igner had to keep in mind the audience
members while trying to capture the spirit and atmosphere of the
production.

CHAPTER III
SOLUTIONS.TO THE DESIGN PROBLEMS
If the costumes for a production are to be effective, the
designer must make every costume the most successful solution to the
requirements demanded upon the design.

This chapter discusses how

the internal and external limitations were met by the costume
designer.
Solutions to Internal Limitations
The director decided the locale, period and style in which
the production was to be staged.
---t:i:me~d-the

The period was set in contemporary

locale in a larger-than-life playground.

The costume

designer chose to costume.the show.in children's.masquerade-Costumes
which reinforced the lively and youthful spirit of the play.
Solutions to Group Delineation
The characters within Godspell were divided into two groups:
(1) the philosophers and (2) Jesus and the kids.

There was a sub-

group in the second group which was John-Judas .
. The Philosophers.

The costume designer chose to costume

the philosophers with uniformity of dress.

The philosphers were

-dressed-1n·arr-one si:yle and color wnich established a definite
contrast between the philosophers and Jesus and the kids.

Their

dark blue color and uniform line reinforced their hopelessness.
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Jesus and the Kids.

The costumes for Jesus and the kids

were des_igned as an assortment of children's masquerade costumes.
The script suggested that Jesus and the kids be costumed in clown
costumes.

Using· children's masquerade costumes reinforced the

mood of children playing and also removed Jesus and the kids from
the realm of reality into the realm.of fantasy.·
A stark contrast was established between the philosophers
and Jesus and the kids.

Bright vibrant colors reflected the happy-

and lively spirit of Jesus and the __kids.

A_wide_varie_ty_oLpat.±erned

.fabrics such as; wool, plastic, cotton, knit, lame'' taffeta and
corduroy were chosen to convey the spirit and youthfulness of the
group.

Ornamentation was used throughout all the costumes to

further establish their jovial and childish spirit.
Because the kids

role~played

the various parables of Jesus'

teachings, the costumes needed to reinforce the feeling of children
playing.

The masquerade approach in designing the costumes helped

to establish this mood.
The element of color was primarily used to establish the
spirit and personalities of.the characters.

The designer had

chosen primary colors and their different values to reinforce the
atmosphere of the play and individual .character delineation.
Through.the use of vibrant colors a feeling of youthfulness and
fantasy was created.
Jesus was costumed in blue, red, white and yellow, while
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each of the kids was dressed in some variation of these colors.

This

repetition of color served .. to unify the characters and to reflect
the idea that the kids were the followers of Jesus.

The majority of

the kids' costumes were designed to appear too large for them.

An

element that reinforced they were-children dressing up and-play
acting.
Since the kids were constantly in and out of improvisations
for the parables, there was time for-only one complete costume change
-and-that- was- ·:from--the -ph;Hosophers '- costmnes-to-the-ki.ds·' ·costumes.
John~Judas.

To reinforce the antipathy of John-Judas to

Jesus ·and the kids, John-Judas was costumed in a rough textured wool
c_oat and_panta wit!LthirLver.tical-st:ci.pes.- -The- thinness of thestripes indicated his.insecurity and restrictedness in his feelings
toward Jesus-and his-teachings;

Since-John-Judas was a member-or the

kids, he was also dressed in a masquerade costume.
coat symbolized his downtrodden, loser image.

The Confederate

The darkness of his

colors established a bond between John-Judas and the philosophers
and a void between John-Judas and Jesus and the kids.
Solutions to Individual Character Delineation
After the general groupings were established, individual
__ characters were- delineC\ted ... - The amount- o:f--physical -movement that
was required of the actores in Godspell was an imperative concern.
Jesus/Stephen/C. D.

Jesus' costume consisted of a blue

football jersey; yellow, red, blue and white wide striped knit pants
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and· blue suspenders..· Included on the jersey wer.e red and yellow
taffeta bands. applied onto· the shirt sleeves and a.red.and yellow
taffeta "Superman" emblem on the· front.
The "Superman" emblem reinforced the superstar image of
Jesus. •. Through the use of color and fabric pattern, Jesus'
individual traits were reflected.

The wide vertical stripes in the

pants and shirt reinforced his .stabilizing force in the play.

The ;

primary colors used . in his -.costume. reflecbed his strength and youth-.
fulness.

_The ..sheen of the ..taffeta_and"the,-·intensity of the qolors

reflected the zaniness and brightness of the play.
John-Judas/David/Michael.
Confederate coat with red

John-Judas wore a gray wool

c~rdtn:oY_!'Ild

canvas belt and gold epaulets.

gold trim on the cuffs, red

He also wore pants with thin red

and blue vertic~l stripes •
.The Confederate coat was not historically accurate which
further established the realm of fantasy and masquerade.

What the

Confederate coat symbolized was the downtrodden, loser image of
John-Judas.

The thin vertical stripes of his pants depicted his

instability and suppressed nature.

The dark, subdued colors

established his bond with the philosophers and a definite contrast to
Jesus.

The director wanted John-Judas to have a rough, weathered

appearance and the dark colors-and .somber gray wool jacket reinforced
the director's -interpretation.
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Sonia/Audrey.

Sonia wore a three piece outfit which consisted

of a bra bodice top, slit skirt and bloomers.

The skirt and bodice

top were constructed out of brillant red lame' material and the
bloomers consisted of a multi-colored knit circus print material.
The skirt was a waistband with strips of the red lame' _material
sewn on.

Yellow sequins were added to the skirt.. Yellow sequins

were also added to the bra in·a serpentine coil form.

Sonia also

wore gold opera hose, sweat socks and saddle oxfords.
The line and color of the skirt and_ bodice_JJ'l.f]._e_cte..d__ s.Onia' s
burlesque and brassy traits,whereas the bloomers established her
youthfulness.

The yellow sequins accented the red lame' material

and the serpentine coil form enhanced her seductiveness.

The gold

opera hose, sweat socks and saddle·.:oxfords conveyed her burlesque
and youthful image.
'Gilmer/Beth.

Gilmer's costume consisted of a blue and purple

tie-dyed white leotard, multi-colored net tutu and blue tights.
Attached to the leotard were short capped sleeves that were made of
the various colored net of the tutu.

The silhouette and colors of

Gilmer's costume reflected her doll-like, youthful personality.

The

overall effect of Gilmer's costume depicted her youthful innocence.
Robin/Ruth.

Robin wore a short diamond patterned tunic with

fan shaped sleeves of the same material:
tunic and sleeves were petal shaped.

The collar and hem of the

Robin also wore parti-colored

tights of purple/pink horizont.al stripes and pink/white vertical
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stripes.
Robin's vibrant and fresh personality was reflected in both
the pattern and cut of her "court jester" style:tunic and tights.
The purple and pink colors reflected her happy-go-lucky, zany nature.
The petal shape cut of the collar and hem of the tunic and sleeves
gave .her a pixie, '.'jester 11 image.

Joanne/Jenny.

Joanne wore a 1920's girl's ·swimsuit made of

yellow and white checked gingham.

The ruffles on the

sleeve~

and

.bloomers, collar. ·and hat·cwere made of pink· and white striped
polished cotton.
The pastel chades of yellow and pink reinforced her little
·g-1.rJ.~inage

anff-warm-happy nature.

Her youthfulness was .brought out

in .the...silor tunic..top and .the. overly large bloomers.
Peggy/Ginny.

.Peggy's costume consisted of a bubblesuit with

ruffles at the legs, .neckline and sleeves.
were various size circles.

Applied to .. the costume _

The basic costume was made of yellow-

orange cotton material with the ruffles and circles of green, yellow
and orange taffeta.
Peggy was ·the-·youngest and most ch"ild.:.like member of the
kids and the roundness of the bubblesuit reinfor.ced this image.

Also,

the bubblesuit .reflected a minature clown suit which further reinforced Peggy's youthful and clownish nature.
costume added to her giriish innocence.
established her clown image..

The ruffles on her

The circles helped

.The yellow, orange and green colors
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used in P.e.ggy' s costume reflected her happy and bubbly personality.
All three colors were anal.agous colors of yellow which. gave warmth to
the costume.

The pattern, line and color of P.e.ggy' s costume enhanced

her youthful, bubbly personality.
Lamar/John.

Lamar wore a man's black suit coat with applied

patches of material used in other cast member's costumes.

His pants

were black taffeta with skeleton legs painted on in white acrylic
paint.

He also wore a gold T-shirt trimmed in a royal blue with a

large blue "L" on the front.
The low color value of the total costume reflected Lamar's
quiet and sensitive nature.

The colorful patches and: white skeleton

legs highlighted the low color value.
brightened the outfit.
child-like n.ature.
nature.

The bright gold shirt also

The skeleton leg pants reflected Lamar's

The hobo im.age reflected his warm and tender

The overall feel of the costume enhanced Lamar's childish

and tender nature.
Jeffrey/George.

Jeffrey's costume consisted of red . and.'brown

twill checked knickers; red and white striped shirt; black cotton
vest with black taffeta,•lapels .and red knee socks.

Accessories to

his costume were a black lace arm garter and a black bow tie.
The silhouette of Jeffrey's costume gave him a youthful
appearance.

The mixing of the different fabric patterns reinforced

his zany and effervescent personality to the extent of giving him a
·~court

nature.

jester" appearance.

The red reflected his youthful and bright

Herb/Sam.

Herb's costume consisted··6f white sailor

pants~

blue and white horizontal striped shirt; red head and neck scarves
and a big black sash.

Herb's accessories were a black eye patch and

a·wooden sword.
The outline of Herb's costume s_uggested a· pirate ~s costume.
The pirate masquerade reinforced his burly and forceful character.
The brightness.and boldness of the colors helped draw the attention
to the fact that Herb was a make believe p±rate.

Herb's colors also

tied him :j.n. "l'.il;.b. JesJis. . Th~us.e_ o.LJ:he--eye=pa.tch., - swer-0.-and--scarves ·
further established the pirate image.
Solutions to External Limitations
Effective solutions to the directoral, physical facility and
---audience limitations were achieved.
Solutions to Directoral Limitations
Solutions to the director's interpretation of the script
and character analysis has been previously.discussed in this chapter.
Another limitation that was posed by the director was the
addition of the eleventh cast member, Hal/Mark.·
Hal/Mark.

Hal's costume consisted of a red cotton shirt

with soft leather collar and cuffs; wheat colored bib overalls and
red plastic chaps.

On the-cuffs and the front pocket of the bibs were

large gold lame' stars.

Burnt orange leather fringe trimmed the

edges of the collar and cuffs.
The silhouette of Hal's costume reflected the image of a
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cowboy.

Since Hal carri.ed thro.ugh the puppet image in parts of the

show, the designer wanted· the costume to reflect this im.age.

A

cowboy image reflected th~ puppet-like quality of Hal's character.
The brightness of the red reflected his happy, jovial
nature, whereas the wheat color of the bib overalls softened the red
enough to reinforce~his warmth and tenderness.

The brightness and

size·:of the gold stars and appliques on the chaps helped to establish
his doll·;· puppet-like image •. The overall effect of Hal's costume was
.·-·tJrat _o°f....a-:Li:tt:Le- boy p1.aying cowboy.

To fur±.her unify· the ·director's and.costume designer's
·concepts of the characters, each actor analyzed their costume.

This

approach-enabled the--aoto1's'7trrgatller-furt-her--eharacter -toraits ·to···
enhance their character portrayals.
Solutions to the Limitations of the Physical Facilities
Student staff and student volunteers constructed the costumes
that had to be built.

Flat patterns were designed for each costume

and given to the seamstresses.

Appropriate fabric could not be

found in local fabric stores, so a trip to Louisville, Kentucky was
made to purchase appropriate fabric· .at a wholesale fabric house.
Solutions. to Audience Limitations
The designer subtly reflected the jovial, happy nature of
Jesus through the use of the elements of design.

Jesus' role as the

predominant figure in the show as presented through the use of
primary colors.

Jesus' clownish and happy-go-lucky nature was subtly
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established thro.ugh the pattern and cut of his costume without
appearing blasphemous or offensive.

.•

CHAPTER IV
EXECUTION OF THE DESIGNS
The construction of the costumes was undertaken once the
designs were finished.
problems arose.

During the construction period several

During technical rehearsals various problems arose

which required some alterations and additions.
After the flat patterns were drawn in scale, each was adjust-.
_ei.d ·:to the .individuaLcast-member..!.s-measurements·.

AB.-:patterns-were

clearly labeled and all information concerning the cutting and
sewing of the garments were provided.

Patterns and sketches of the

costumes were gi veil_ to the costuming _staff. ____Due_to.. the-lack. of
design time, material swatches and precise costume sketches were
given to the staff inllieu,of watercolor renderings.

At this time

questions concerning the costume designs and construction of the
costumes were.answered by the designer.

During the construction of

the costumes, the designer was available for consultation.

In

Appendix I, the flat patterns for the costumes have been reduced to
one sixteenth inch scale.
Construction of Costumes
Various costumes were taken from stock to conserve time.
These costumes were:

(1) Lamar's coat, (2) Hal's bib overalls, (3)

Herb's pants, (4) John-Judas' coat, (5) Gilmer's leotard and (6)
tights and socks.

Since the show was set in contemporary time, each
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cast member wore shoes that would be most comfortable to dance in.
The remainder of .the· costumes· were completely built by the
Morehead State University costume staff.
~roblems

That Arose During the Construction of.the Costumes

Because of the inappropriate fabric selections and cost
in Morehead, a trip to Louisville was made to buy fabric.

Due to the

wide selection of fabric, more suitable fabric was acquired.

The

changes are listed according.to each character •
.Jesus/Stephen/C. D.

Instead of plain blue suspenders,

multi-colored elastic bands were used to enhance Jesus' costume.
\

The colors were analagous to the colors in his pants.
John-Judas/David/Michael.

Originally John-Judas was costumed

in blue and red ver:tical striped pants, but the costumer substituted
a more suitable plaid material of brown, gray, gold, blue and white.
The pattern and colors of the material helped set him apart from
Jesus and the kids.

The plaid established a feeling of conflict and

confusion.
Hal/Mark.

Hal's shirt was changed from a plain.red cotton

material to a subtle red, blue and white wool check.

The texture

and pattern of the material further enhanced the image of the cowboy.
Robin/Ruth.

Robin's costume was designed to be an all-over

diamond shaped pattern of purple and pink.

Fabric of this pattern

and colors could not be found, ·so the costumer chose a blue-lavender
linen mate:i::ial for the tunic dress.

Material of purple, ·.pink, gray,
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bronze and white geometric shapes was cut in harlequin patches and
appliqued on the tunic.
The overall diamond shaped pattern would have overpowered
the other costumes, whereas the subtle usage of the geometric patches
reinforced the "court jester" image of Robin's costume.

The collar

was constructed out of a layer of each type of material which
enhanced the neckline of her costume.
Peggy/Ginny.

Peggy's finished costume was made of a

-- multi-colored···cotton ·check·-material--with-the-yellow, ·green and orange
circles as well as the ruffles applied on.

The new material

reinforced the clown image and added an overall-interest to her
cos~ume.

During the construction of the costumes, several other
.changes were ·n.<?cessary to enhance the costumes.
Robin's tights were changed from vertical and horizontal
stripes to horizontal stripes on one leg and a diamond and circle
pattern on the other.

Since tights could not be bought like this,

white tights were used and the patterns were painted on with magic
markers.

Another design change involved Lamar's costume.

The

actors went by their given names so a "J" would have l:leen substituted
for the "L" on- Lamar's shirt.

The designer thought this might

conflict with Jesus, so an orange and green plaid shirt was added.
A bold blue .and yellow Hawaiian print tie was also added.
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For Jeffrey's costume, the designer chose a large black and
white checked vest which helped to establish the zany, "jester" image
of Jeffrey.
The final design additions were the red feather boa and red
plumed headdress for Sonia. · This addition enhanced her burlesque
qualities.
After the costumes were constructed and fitted to the actors,
adjustments were made and various trims were added to help enhance
the costumes.
Problems Encountered During Technical Rehearsals.
During technical rehearsals a few minor changes and additions
were made.

These were:

(1)

Peggy's sweat socks were replaced by a pair of yellow

tights with·orange·and green circles painted on.

Tliis change

reinforced the clown image of her costume.
(2)

Because Sonia's gold tights ripped, a pair of black

opera hose and red tights were substituted·.
(3)

A red taffeta border was added around the "Superman"

emblem on Jesus' shirt.
(4)

Leather stripping and large leather stars were added

to Hal's chaps which kept the plastic from ripping.
(5)

Hip pockets on Jesus' pants and a pocket on the inside

of his left shirt sleeve were sewn on in order for him to hide his
magic tricks.
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(6)

A pocket was sewn on the inside of

Lama~'s

coat to

store his recorder.
(7)

The fabric used in Jeffrey's pants split.

New pants

had to be constructed on the bias and lined to offer both greater
strength and. stretchability for his extreme activity.
During the technical ·rehearsals and perfonnances, the
costumes

we~e.properly

taken care of.

After the last.perfonnance,

the costumes were cleaned and.stored in the ·-university theatre's
costume room.

CHAPTER V

EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT
To detennine the success of this project, it is essential
to evaluate the costumes according to the requirements of good stage
costume design which were previously discussed in Chapter I.
In ChaJ?ter I , it was determined that a stage costume must:·

- CH be a- visual -expression of the atmosphere, spirit and emotional

of the characters, (3) project from the stage, (4) be a::integral
part of the whole production and (5) be functional.
The Costumes Must be a Visual Expression of the Atmosphere, Spirit,
and Emotional Pattern of the Play
· The·costumes···needed to reflect the liveliness, youthfulness
and happiness of Godspell.

The costumes were designed to reinforce

the overall mood and theme of children being safe and secure in the
presence of God.

They also reflected the definite contrast between

the philosophers and Jesus and the kids.

Dark colors established

the insecurity and hopelessness of ±he philosophers ... Vibrant
colors of red, blue and yellow reflected the lively spirit of Jesus
and the kids.

Subdued colors .of red, brown, gold and gray in

John-JUdas' costume established his opposition to Jesus and the kids.
As a result of shiny textures, bright colors and the style of
children's masquerade costumes, the costumes reinforced the lively
spirit and happy atmosphere of Godspell.
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The Costumes Must Express the Personality and Social Position of the
Characters
The costumes helped to establish the personality traits
and mood of each character as well as relationships between characters.
Besides specific characters being delineated, groups were established.
By using the elements of design, the costumer reinforced group and
individual personalities
philosopher~

and~relationships.

For example, the

were costmned in dark; coarse textured garments to reveal

their personalities and mood.

Jesus and the kids were costumed in

:Vibrant colors an5'J,__I§tterned faQrics in oraer _to refle.cj: _their_ happy
and youthful personalities.

A definite change in mood and spirit

was needed between the philosophers_and_Jesus and the kids.

By

using color, texture and line·, the costumer established this
change.
The Costumes Must Project from the Stage
The silhouette of the costumes_reflected an image of
children playing dress up in a world of fantasy.

In order to

establish the idea of children dressing up, the costumes were
constructed larger than the actors' measurements.
The environment of the play was a predominately primary
colored larger-than-.lffe playground with black,•velvet curtains hung
in the background.

The curtains established a black void which helped

project the vibrant colors of the costumes.
All the motifs of the costumes were large

an~

very bold in

order to project from the stage and to further establish the realm
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of fantasy.
The Costwnes Must be an Integral Part of the Whole Production
The costwnes reinforced the script's and director's
interpretation.

As the director showed his interpretation through

casting, blocking and character definitions, so did the costume
designer through the usage of the elements of design.
The environment of the overall set was that of a largerthan-life playground.

The white helped soften the intensity of the

primary colors which were predominately used in the set.

When the

philosophers were on stage, the black curtains and the somber
lighting established a dreary and insecure mood which was further
enhanced by their dark and uniform dress.
The costumes were done in primary and secondary colors which
enhanced the colorful lighting and environment.

The costumes for

Godspell were an integral part of the whole production.
The Costmnes Must be Functional
The costumes were designed to allow the actors full freedom of movement in their gymnastic and dance movements.

The girls

wore bloomers, tights or dance pants while the men wore loose fitting
pants.

The costumes enhanced.the actors' meovrnents as they were

designed to move with the actor.

The actors-were able to perform

all physical activity required of them by the script and director.
The costmnes were not only functional in terms of physical
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movement.but also for stage business purposes.

For example, the

hip pockets sewn onto Jesus'.. pants enabled. him to hide his m.agic
tricks.

Also a pocket was sewn onto the inside 0£ Lamar's coat in

order for hi10 to store his recorder.
The director and set designer were asked to give a critique
of the costumes for Godspell.
Dr. William

J~

Layne, Director:

From the director's viewpoint~ I was very pleased with the
designs and costumes for .Godspell. With a few minor changes that
were made during the building process, I found them to be both
practical and aesthetically gratifying for.Morehead's production •.
·One of the most significant aspects of the costumes was the
way they captured the spirit and atmosphere of the play. The
effect of the actors having.the innocence.of children playing
"dress-up" was captured with1.an excitement and ..piquancy.that
was inherent .in the production. The line, color and texture
.especially lent itself to the emotional pattern of the play.
The light,· comic feel was ever present in the costumes as the
play dictated and it did not detract in.the more somber moments
of the production.
Each costume reflected the personality clearly and understandably of each character. At times the costumes even proved
to be an inspiration to the actors to.develop a closer correlation of character and costume. T~e characters in Godspell are
a composite of many personalities. As various actors observed
their costumes, they were able to elaborate on that personality.
The social position was not a major influence in the production.
It was not emphasized in the directing and I.did not notice it
having any direct affect on the costumes.
The costumes were designed to project in Button Auditorium.
The bold lines and carefully chosen colors aided extensively in
letting the costumes visually carry in that theatre. All
details were forceful enough .to project •.
The costumes were an important part of the whole production.
As each personality was expressed, it was easy to visually see
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how each.character related to the whole pattern of the play.
Especial.l.y effec.tive was C. D./Jesus and Michael/John-,Judas.
The production could not .have been· as effective as it was
without the· .visual. effect .of .the costumes. .The setting was
des_igned as .a background for the· actor. · Therefore, the costumes
h.ad a further responsibil.ity of ca=ying much of the.·visual
color, mass , texture, rhythm, variety; emphasis and balance.
I feel the costumes did do this.
The last item I would like to react'to.would.be.the
functional quality of the costumes.. During each construction
period, there were several problems that.have been discussed
in the thesis. Such things as patches coming off and ·hose
ripping were certainly detrimental to the functional qualities
of the costumes. However, these problems were corrected and
the costumes were functional by the time--:of performance.
In conclusion, I felt that Marsha. Nord '.s costumes were
aesthetically right for our production. They were conceived
from the beginning planning stages to realization with good
sense, taste and style that was complimentary in all aspects
to the Morehead State Universtiy production of Godspell.
Mr. Paul

w.

Whaley, Set Designer:

Marsha-Nord!s costumes for Godspell were a beautiful
contribution to the production. Without exception they
were appropriate in every way. The use of line in creating
meaningful silhouette helped reveal specific character traits
not presented in the script. Character groupings were also
well drawn by the costumes. The scintillating colors of
Jesus and the children reflected their faith; while the
philosophers' dark hues reinforced their cynicism. Throughout,
the costumes remained.an integral entity of the entire
production. Their broad sil.houettes and varied hues skillfully
complemented the skeletal setting and colorful lighting. Not
the least of their attributes was their construction. So
carefully detailed in every way, each costume perfectly embodied
the character·it adorned. Without question the costumes for
Godspell served as a signi~icant aesthetic element.
The comments of the director and set designer reinforced
the success of the costumes for Godspell.
The costumes reinforced the mood and atmosphere of the play;
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they established group and individual character delineations;
projected from the stage; were functional and assumed an integral
part of the whole production.

The costumes for Godspell were

successful for they fulfilled all the requirements of good stage
costume design.

J
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APPENDIX I
FLAT PATTERN DESIGNS
The followi.ng pages consist of flat patterns for the· garments
used in Godspell.

The scale used throughout is 1/16 inch equals one

inch; no allowance was made for seam.s or hems.

The foi1owi.ng

measurements were used in each instance:

MEN
Chest.
Neck •
Waist.
Hips •
•
Outsleeve ••.
Insleeve •
Armpit to waist.
Shoulder to waist (front) .
Shoulder to waist (back)
Inseam to floor. . .
Inseam to below knee
Inseam to floor.
Wrist.

.
.

34 11

15"

• 281>"
• 361,"
~

·~32

11

• 211>"
12"
19"
18 11
60"
.- . 12"
.191>"
6"

WOMEN
Bust .
Waist.
Hips •
OUtsleeve.
Insleeve
.
Shoulder to waist ·(front).
Shoulder to waist (back)
Shoulder to floor • .
.
Inseam to knee .• • .•
Inseam to.below knee
Wrist.
Armpit to waist • • .

.

. 33"

. . 27 11
• 351>"
.271>"
.191>"
. 17"
. 16 11
• 541>"
. 12 11
• 141>"
6".
. 12"
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11

Fig. 1

Fig. la
Superman 11
Emblem

Fig. lb
Waistband

~,Shield

0

Fig. ld
Pants Fly

Fig. ld
Pants :Front
Fig. le
Pants Back
Godspell Flat Pattern
· Designs Scale:
1

6 11 =

II
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-·!'"··--

:=4~-

gqthe:t

0.
0
.Fig. 2b
Patches

Fig. 2a
·.Pants Back

Fig._ 2
Pants Front

__- -

·,

...-;,.

,

gather

gather

,.

~--

-

Fig. 3
Bubblesuit Front

Fig. 3a
Bubblesuit Back
Godspell Flat Pattern
Designs Scale:
1 16" = 1·11

r-::::-::::----.~
-

-~

gather.

Fig. 3c
Middle Leg Ruffle

Fig. 3b
Top Leg Ruffle

gather

Fig. 3d
Top Sleeve Ruffle

Fig. 3e
Bottom .Leg Ruf.fle

gather

Fig. 3f
Bottom Leg Ruff le
gather

Fig. 3g
Neckline Ruffle

Godspell Flat Pattern
De sians
Scale:
1116°--= l"
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u

Fig. 4
Waistband

Fig. 4a
Skirt Strip
Fig. 4b
Bra Front

[)

''

Fig. 4c
Bra Back

~

~

... _gather

---Fig.
4d

Puff Sleeve
~gather

-- - --

~·

.";·

Fig. 4e
Bloomers Front

gather
gather
_gather

.... - ---

Fig. 5
Bloomers Back-.

Fig. 4f
Bloomers Back

--

...

gather

Fig. Sa
Bloomers Front
Godspell Flat Pattern
Designs Scale:
1/16" = l"
gather

------

Collar
Fig. 5b
Tunic Front

gather
Fig. 5e
Puff Sleeve

• Fig.· 5c
Tiinic Back

,_F_ _.._-ga;:;t.::;h"'"e"'r;;__ _

Fig. 5g
Leg Ruffle

Fig. 6a
Shirt Back

_.j

Fig. 5f
Sleeve Ruffle

-j

t

Fig. 6b
Sleeve

Fig. 6
Shirt Front
Gods pell Flat Patte:r;ns
Desi<Jn__
s " Sea.Le:
-

'-~At-"""'---=-....~~~~~~~~-
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0
Fig. 7b
Cuff

Fig. 7a
Shirt Back

Fig. 7
Shirt Front

I

"(;:/

\

Fig. 7e
Star

Fig. 7d
Shirt Yoke

Fig. 7c
Collar

gather

gathe:z;

'

ather
....

__ ~

gather
,

Fig. S
Knickers Front

Fig. Sa
Knickers Back

Fig. 7f
Chaps
Godspell Flat Pattern
Designs
Scale:
II

Fig. Sb
Kneeband

_

II
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Fig. 9
Tunic Front

'Fig. 9a
Tunic Back

Fig. 9c
-Collar Band

Fig. 9d
Petal {Collar)

Fig. 9b
Fan .Sleeve

Fig. 10
Puff Sleeve

Godspell Flat Pattern
Desians
Scale:

1 16". = .l"
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/

I

\

'

\
gather

Fig. lOa
1st layer of Tutu

Godspell Flat Pattern
Designs
scale:
1/16" =.1"
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.

·-

''
'
I
. \ !
.

..

I
'

l
\
\

/
gather

//

Fig. lOb
2nd Layer of Tutu
Godspell ·Flat Patte.rn
Designs
Scale:
1 16 11 = 1 11
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/
/

I

I

\
\

'· "'-·

----

...._gather

Fig. lOc
8rd Layer of Tutu
Godspell Flat Pattern
Designs
Scale:
1 16" = 1 11
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/
I

'\

I

\
\

I

I

I

I

I
;

\

'

!

\
\

" "-

.........

...

-

gather

--·

/•

Fig. lOd.
4th Layer of TUtu
Godspell Flat Pattern
Designs
Scale:
1/16" = l"
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57

Fig. 1
Jesus/Stephen/C. D.

58

Fig. la
J esus/Stephen/C . D.

59

Fig, 2
John-Judas/David/Michael

60

Fig . 2a
John-Judas/David /Michael

61

F.j.g . 3

Sonia/Audrey

62

Fig. 3a
Sonia/ Audrey

63

Fig. 4
Gilmer/Beth

64

Fig. 4a
Gilmer/Beth

65

Fig . 5

Robin/Ruth

66

Fig. Sa

Robin/Ruth

&7

F~g .

6

Joanne/Jenny

68

Fig. 6a
Joanne/Jenny

69

Fi g. 7
Peggy/Ginny

70

Fig.. 7a

Peggy/Ginny

71

F~g .

8

Lamar/John

72

Fig . 8a

Lamar/John

73

Eig . 9
Jeffrey/George

74

F:i.g . 9a

J effrey/Geor ge

75

Fig. 10

Herb/Sam

76

Fig. lOa
Herb/Sam

77.

Eig . 11
Ha l /Mark

78

Fig~

lla
Hal/Mark

